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“a deep melodic storm that takes you to the edge of the world”  

“Poignant and hauntingly beautiful, sung with an open heart” - You Call That Radio 

“Atmospheric Melancholy” Colonel John McMustard 

 

UK alt-folk artist Martin Windebank breaks free from technology and sings a classical nature call to 

the modern world. ‘For Mother Nature’ out April 5th is the new single from his forthcoming album, 

slated for release November 2024. 

The anthemic track has classical guitar at its heart centre and plays with the atmosphere of early 

Cohen and Morricone. Surrounded by an epically haunting chorus and Vangelic fanfare, Martins’ 

sultry voice lays out the technological problems of the world, and dreams of a human solution. 

Harnessing vast strings and the power of the drum to voyage down to the depths and soar up to the 

stars.  

Martin explains “Parts in a Factory, there’s Plastic in the Sea, and Robots on TV. It is about how 

fixated people are on the technological narrative, rarely taking a moment to be in their own natural 

world “ 

Born of frustration with a failing computer, “For Mother Nature” is a blasphemous cry, defiant of a 

technocratic god, and contends with being bound to flawed technology, whilst knowing at heart that 

there is still a living world beyond the digital space, a world where unity, love and optimism could 

lead to humanities salvation.  

For many years Martin Windebank has committed himself to his musical exploration, writing a great 

many songs and honing his stagecraft between several bands, and many solo live performances at 

https://open.spotify.com/album/76xaibRT7TroPn8JOrNTjR?si=kxuN64K3RYq1uegyy1x90Q
https://www.martinwindebank.com/epk-1


Scottish music festivals, such as Belladrum, Eden, Kelburn and Knochengorroch. ‘For Mother 

Nature’ is his first official music release, with much more to come. 

 

Connect with Martin Windebank  

 

Windebankmusic@gmail.com 

WEBSITE/INSTAGRAM/SPOTIFY 

 

TOUR DATES 

SECRET ANIMAL GARDEN PARTY 

08/06/24 

WEE SOLAR FESTIVAL  

21/06/24 
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